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He drops back to be part of the build-up 

phase, which allows the centre-backs to 

spread out and the fullbacks to go up to 

produce width. He seems to be calmed 

when collectively advance. He does not 

give up under pressure nor tries difficult 

and risky passes. He quickly detects 

teammates near him to pass in short and 

keeping the possession. 

He is a footballer who take risks in 

defensive phase due to his capacity 

of correction. His physical shape 

allows him to make quick and long 

runs every match. This is the reason 

why running toward the goal is easy 

for him. He anticipates without being 

noticed. 

He is constantly moving smartly to choose 

where to be at. He frequently tries to 

generate superiority on the side, going to 

support teammates and making outside 

triangles to advance either into the inside 

or outside zone. He usually plays one-two, 

but when having time after screening his 

environment, he decides to play at fist 

touch to dynamize the association.  

BUILDING-UP CAPACITY OF CORRECTING DYNAMIC MOBILITY



His passing range depends on how safe is 

the pass he tries because the majority of 

them are short or medium passes to give 

the receiver enough time and space to 

receive. He shows composure to play, 

failing just a few times. He transmits this 

confidence to his teammates. Also, he is 

capable of managing the tempo of play to 

secure quality.

His low center of gravity makes him steady 

to deal with 1v1 duels. Also, he leverages 

his body positioning with quick 

movements to get to the ball before the 

attacker. He reads rival’s gestures well, 

guessing where to go to defend. His 

recovering technique is clean and his 

timing makes him to not need much fight 

on 1v1 duels. 

He enters in play in small-side spaces with 

mental agility to get the most he can, by 

supporting on the side or positioning himself in 

front of the confrontation line to complete walls 

or pass. His game is simple (not often tries 

something out of his regular basis), but he is 

extremely fast and intelligent. He takes just a 

few risks and tries to associate with short passes 

to move the rival’s block in order to generate 

free spaces. 

SHORT AND MEDIUM PASSES DEFENSIVE 1V1 DUELS SUPPORTS
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